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Message from the
Minister for Regional Development
The Andrews Labor Government is proud to support the
development of local leaders across rural and regional Victoria.
Developing community leadership skills builds more resilient
communities who are able to identify challenges they face and
develop local solutions.
Each year, the Northern Mallee Leaders Program works with future
leaders who will drive positive change within rural and regional
communities across the state. The knowledge and skills graduates
have learnt and the networks they have developed as part of this
program mean local communities will be better placed to respond to
social and economic challenges.
It’s essential that community leaders don’t work in silos - and engage
with other leaders across their region, and with governments, to
collaborate and fix local problems.

You are joining more than 3,700 state-wide leadership alumni and this network continues to grow. Last year, the Labor
Government was proud to support the Victorian Regional
Community Leadership Program to develop an online portal. The
portal is now up and running, and I encourage you to use it to
continue building your leadership capacity and apply your skills
more broadly across the state.
I look forward to meeting with you in my role as Minister for Regional
Development, Minister for Agriculture and Minister for Resources.
The Hon. Jaclyn Symes
Minister for Regional Development
Minister for Agriculture
Minister for Resources

Well done to the graduates of this year’s leadership program. I hope
undertaking this program has provided you with the self-confidence
to become an even better leader and advocate. I congratulate you
all for dedicating your own time, energy and enthusiasm to the
program and your community.
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Chair’s Report

It is with great pleasure that I provide this report for the 2019
Northern Mallee Leaders Program (NMLP) Yearbook. I would like
to congratulate all the participants that will be graduating from this
year’s program and I am very eager to see where your leadership
journeys’ take you as your networks and opportunities continue to
grow. Having been a NMLP participant in 2013, a Northern Mallee
Leaders Inc. (NML Inc.) Committee of Management (CoM) member
for the previous three years and then taking on the role of CoM Chair
in 2019, my own personal journey has been a true testament to the
opportunities available to you by completing this program and being
involved with NML Inc.
I would like to take this opportunity to acknowledge the fantastic CoM
of NML Inc., that it is my honour to Chair. This year the CoM have had
some retired members complete their service with the Committee,
therefore giving four new members the exposure to contribute to our
community. Our incoming members bring with them a variety of skill
sets that can be utilised for us to further grow, adapt and connect with
all areas of opportunity and needs, within our Sunraysia and Mallee
communities. I am thankful for all CoM members for their commitment
and passion to forge ahead with our purpose and vision, during an
unstable period that this year has proven to be. Great things are
achieved in uncertainty.
We are very appreciative to the Andrews Government and the
Minister for Regional Development, the Honourable Jaclyn Symes, for
providing rural and regional Victoria with a further 12 months of funding for the ten Regional Community Leadership Programs. As NML
Inc. looks to the future we are working hard towards being less reliant
on this funding, however it’s still a resource that will allow us to be a
vital driver to successful leadership in our community. The ongoing
commitment of this funding is something we are strongly advocating
for and welcome you, as our key stakeholders to voice the benefits
that you have experienced, with your link to NML Inc., to maintain our
existence.
Support through sponsorships is also essential in maintaining the viability of the NMLP. As we continue to work towards the future sustainability of the program, I would like to acknowledge the organisations
that have contributed to the 2019 NMLP: Mildura Rural City Council,
MADEC, Southern Cross Farms, The Euston Club Resort, The Hugh
Williamson Foundation, Women in Agriculture, Agriculture Victoria,
Rotary Clubs of Sunraysia, OAM Victorian Branch (Mallee Regional
Group), Sunraysia Community Health Services, MASP, WDEA Works,
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Lower Murray Water, Mildura Health Fund, Olam, Murray Valley
Aboriginal Co-operative Ltd., Cristal, NML Alumni and Mallee Sexual
Assault Unit Mallee Domestic Violence Services. We hope that you
will continue to support the NMLP so that we can maintain quality and
relevant leadership development to our community.
Our staff structure has also seen changes in the last 12 months, again
with further promotion of Alumni. I would like to congratulate Nardia
Sheriff (NMLP 2009) on her appointment to the role of Executive
Officer (EO) in July of this year and thank our outgoing EO Jenny
Grigg for her hard work during the previous three years. I would also
like to acknowledge and thank Paula Robinson for her commitment
and development of our Alumni over the past three years in the role
of Alumni Program Manager and wish her well in her future endeavours. Special mention also to Carrie Dichiera (NMLP 2008) for her
continual dedication to NML Inc. as our Business Support Officer. Our
staff is small and mighty and again, we are grateful for the efforts and
creativity that they hold, that allows them to be the best they can be.
So much traction has occurred.
In August of this year we held a very successful Business Networking
Breakfast at SuniTaste Restaurant. Special guest speaker, Professor
Ross Garnaut AC., a Professorial Fellow of Economics at the University of Melbourne and author of The Garnaut Climate Change Review,
addressed over 100 breakfast attendees across a range of industries
and sectors regarding Climate and Energy Transition in Australia. We
are incredibly grateful to Prof. Garnaut for travelling to Mildura and
sharing his thoughts on the future opportunities for economic growth
available to regional Australia.
Finally, I would like to personally acknowledge and thank our current,
incoming and outgoing CoM members for 2019: Ian Ballantyne,
Jenny Garonne, Mark Jenkins, Louise Williams, Justin Nicholas, Mike
Mooney, Stuart Mensch, Russell Scrooby (ret’d), Trevor Carter (ret’d),
Jackie Heaysman (ret’d) and Aleesha Davis (ret’d). I look forward
to ongoing collaboration with our CoM and our staff to see out our
strategic vision and mission.
Thank you for being a part of the journey!
Racheal Fyfe
Chair, Northern Mallee Leaders Inc.
NMLP 2013
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Executive Officer &
Program Manager’s Report
During this era of fake news and questionable judgement, it’s
becoming increasingly apparent that strong, authentic leadership
matters now more than ever. Leadership matters not only in corporate
settings, or at a national and global level; it matters for local and
regional communities like ours, who are reliant on people with sharp
minds and generous hearts to keep the community moving forward.
In communities, just like our own, where funds are stretched to
provide the services and support required, and where volunteer pools
have diminished with the passing of generations, the search for real
and authentic leaders who will stand tall within their organisations and
communities is imperative.
This year, we celebrate the twenty-four unique individuals who have
made that commitment to their communities and have had a dynamic
and thought-provoking experience (and certainly a much more
sparkly one), as participants of the 2019 Northern Mallee Leaders
Program (NMLP). Stepping into the group as strangers - nervous and
apprehensive - this year’s group walk away from the program having
formed life-long friendships and solid networks that will be called
upon for years to come.
The NMLP exists to build the confidence and capacity of everyday
people within our region so that they can participate and make
a difference within their organisations, clubs and the broader
community. From all sectors, industries and occupations, our
participants walk into their first session unsure of how they can make
a difference. More often than not, they arrive filled with self-doubt and
uncertainty, fearful that they are not worthy and filled with judgement
that everyone else around them is smarter, more important or simply
‘better’ than they are. And yet, something magical happens over a
ten-month period and the majority of our graduates walk away from
their experience knowing that they are definitely worthy of being
considered a leader. Having developed new skills and built upon
their own self-awareness, they step away from the program with a
newfound knowledge of our region and of themselves that will serve
them in their future roles, within their clubs and organisations and
throughout the broader community.
During the program, this year’s graduates have pulled back the
curtain to reveal what lies beneath the surface of our community.
This intimate look at the challenges and opportunities has been
possible thanks to the generosity of over 150 speakers, each sharing
their stories, perspectives and advice. It’s been eye-opening and
confronting at times, but more often than not it’s been the cause of
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inspiration and admiration for the people who are at the frontline and
working hard to make our region the best it can possibly be. Despite
the narrative that is often perpetuated about our social disadvantage
and the challenges that our community faces, this year’s participants
now know that they have the ability to turn that narrative around –
because they have seen and heard first-hand some of the stories and
the people that make our community an incredible place to live.
With over 160 graduates of the NMLP (soon to be 185), the
connections and collaborations that still exist within our Alumni
is a testament to the power of the program and the leadership
development that occurs for the benefit of our community. Our Alumni
sit on committees as members, chairs and presidents. They have
stepped up into local government as Councillors and onto State and
National Industry boards and reference groups, and many of them
attest to the fact that it was their time spent as a participant of the
NMLP that became the catalyst for these achievements to happen.
From the creation of the Sunraysia Post-Natal Depression Support
Network (Merryl White, NMLP 2008), refurbishment of the Roxy
Theatre in Ouyen (Jenny Heaslip, NMLP 2008), the development
of the Millewa Tourist Guide (Cheryl Benson, NMLP 2013), the
construction of a patient transfer station at Mildura Airport (Trudy
Scott, NMLP 2017) or even the newly established Salami Festival held
in Euston in October (Guy Fielding, NMLP 2017), our graduates have
demonstrated their commitment to bettering our community.
And that is what Northern Mallee Leaders is all about.
Leadership matters because leadership isn’t always about the power
and the privilege that comes with a position. In our community, it’s
the leadership that comes from within through self-determination
and making our own way forward that can make a difference. And
it’s the leadership that comes from behind, because those are the
people that keep the momentum going even when they aren’t seen
or heard. Good leaders know that it’s their circles of influence and the
knowledge they possess that gives them the power to create change
and to connect which makes a positive contribution, even if it’s only in
a small way.
This is the difference that Northern Mallee Leaders makes.
NMLP teaches people that being a leader isn’t a matter of rising the
corporate ranks to become a manager or a CEO or having to become
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a political animal in order to have influence. Being a leader is knowing
our community and making a commitment to the place in which we
live, work and play. It’s about contributing whatever time is available
to being proactive and not sitting by in judgement of those that are
doing their best to make a difference.
As we head into an uncertain future where ongoing funding for
our program is not guaranteed, I do hope that community-based
leadership does matter to this community. Our geographic isolation
creates both challenges and opportunities for our community, which
is why we are so committed to building the skills, networks and
confidence of people that we hope will step up to the forefront to
tackle them head on. An ageing population sees generations of
volunteers who have given so much and so generously all of their
lives now looking for a new hand to pass the baton on.
2020 is potentially the last time that the NMLP will be delivered in our
community. Compared to the majority of the other nine regionallybased, community leadership programs throughout Victoria, we
are young and are still developing as an organisation. We are
heavily reliant on State Government funding and cannot continue
without Government support – that’s our reality. Without the buy-in
and support from our corporate community and our community
supporters, it will be a challenge to convince our Government to
invest in leadership development for the Northern Mallee moving
forward. Leadership matters more now than it ever has before, and
now is the moment that we need our community to stand with us.
In the coming weeks, we will be contacting our key partners and
stakeholders to engage in a conversation about advocacy efforts
for future funding. We will also be empowering our Alumni to use
their voices to ensure that our community and State Government
understand how important NMLP is to this region. If you have
seen the benefits of the NMLP within your organisation, workplace
or community and believe in the vision and mission of NML Inc.,
which is to create transformational leadership across the Northern
Mallee through the development of people in active business and
community leadership roles, then I urge you to contact me ASAP so
that we can discuss your support and involvement moving forward –
nardia@nml.org.au.
CEO of Snapchat, Evan Spiegel said in his commencement speech
to graduates of Stanford University a few years ago that the greatest
thing we can do is provide the best possible foundation for those who
come after us. Leadership matters because it creates an ownership
and empowers people to believe that regardless of their position or
power, they can make a difference for those who are left to follow. As
an Alumnus of the 2009 NMLP, I truly believe that the graduates of
our program can, and are, making a difference.
I would like to thank all of the supporters of our program this year,
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in particular the Victorian State Government who has extended our
contract into 2020 so that we can keep making a difference in the
Northern Mallee. To NML Inc.’s sponsors and supporters as well
as the employers and organisations who have given a participant
the opportunity to not only understand our community but also
understand themselves so that they have the ability to give back, we
acknowledge your commitment to the development of local leaders
for our region.
To the members of our Committee of Management, both current and
outgoing, thank you for your guidance and for taking on the challenge
that we have faced, and continue to face as we advocate and fight for
ongoing support. A huge thank you to NML Inc. Chair, Racheal Fyfe
(NMLP 2013) for believing in my leadership potential – your support
has been amazing. Although they have moved on to new adventures,
I’d like to thank Jenny Grigg, our former Executive Officer and Paula
Robinson, our former Alumni Program Manager for their contributions
over their time with NML Inc. And finally, to Carrie Dichiera (NMLP
2008), who is an incredible support to me, both in my role as Program
Manager and now as Executive Officer. Carrie, you make us work,
thank you!
And most importantly, to the graduates of the 2019 NMLP – if you
walk away with nothing else, please know that you have the power to
make an impact. Although the program is now over for you, don’t ever
lose sight of the fact that you stepped into this challenge knowing that
you wanted to find something that would put you out of your comfort
zone and into a position of influence. From this moment forward, you
can make courageous choices and put yourself out there knowing
that leadership doesn’t come from being a CEO or having a powerful
position. It comes from intent and a belief that collectively we can
all make something better and it will be through the choices that
you make in coming months and years that you will create your
own legacy of positive impact. You may still be uncertain of what
you will do that will make a difference out there, but know that your
participation in this year’s NMLP is merely the start of the ripple effect
that will make its way throughout your workplaces, your family and
most importantly, your communities for many years to come.
I congratulate you upon your graduation of the 2019 NMLP and leave
you with these words from Apple CEO, Tim Cook: You are important
to the world. No matter what you do next, the world needs your
energy, your passion, your impatience for progress...Don’t shrink
from risk. And tune out those cynics and critics. History rarely yields
to one person — but think, and never forget, what happens when it
does...That can be you. That should be you. That must be you.
Nardia Sheriff
Executive Officer (& Program Manager),
Northern Mallee Leaders Inc.
NMLP 2009
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Participants’ Report

How we thought and viewed ourselves, as leaders of our community,
was not largely foreseen by most of the individuals applying for the
2019 Northern Mallee Leaders Program (NMLP). Rather, we had heard
it was a great program to be involved in where you receive support
from individual sponsors, employers, community organisations
and Alumni, and what an honour it is to represent them all. Before
meeting for the first time at our opening retreat some of the group
were wondering how they could fit into a leadership group, however,
by the end of many study days within the program it was evident all
participants supplied a vital element to our cohort.
During the opening retreat we were able to get to know each
other though workshops. These workshops allowed us to extend
our conversations; find acceptance of differences; recognise our
personality types and set group behaviour goals. Team building
challenges started us on the road to stepping out of our comfort
zones. Travelling back from Lake Cullulleraine we all knew that life as
we knew it would never be the same.
Our regular program days throughout the year covered so much of
our district’s diversity, purpose and landscape. Every program day
left us wanting more. A variety of inspiring speakers shared their
knowledge, organisational experience and innovative ideas. They
gave us insight into their personal and professional lives and told
us stories which stirred our emotions and challenged our opinions,
sometimes both. We thank you all for inviting us into your world.
Many of the experiences we have encountered this year may have
seemed surreal if we were not in the program. We were given a tour
through the Mildura Specialist School by their wonderful principal in a
caterpillar suit; volunteered at the Salvation Army Lighthouse Café in
Bourke Street Melbourne - serving meals to the homeless; we sang,
“You are my Sunshine” with the Governor-General and his wife and
put questions directly to political leaders of our country. Sharing our
personal experiences, combined with those who have influenced us
to be the people we are today, has given us reason to look inwards
and seek deeper understanding of who we are. Every box has been
ticked through this outstanding program.
We have all changed notably as a result of the 2019 NMLP. We have
heightened the awareness of ourselves, our community and future
possibilities. More importantly we have evolved - introverts are
speaking publicly, extroverts are listening and shy people are stepping
up. Over one third of our participants in 2019 were new to our district,
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some recently new to Australia, we sincerely hope the program has
convinced them to adopt this region and see their home is now here.
All of us would like to thank our sponsors, without them the program
could not be a success. Our view is that the sponsors reclaim their
investment tenfold. To our employers and work friends - thank you for
covering our time to participate. To our gracious families for standing
on the sidelines barracking for us, we owe you. To our new network of
friends in Alumni, we will be in touch.
Most of all a huge thank you to the Lone Ranger and Tonto, Batman
and Robin, Pinkie and The Brain - Nardia Sheriff and Carrie Dichiera…..
a duo that made the entire program run smoothly. We cannot thank
you enough for your sharing of knowledge and vision, supporting
and encouraging us, devoting your time to us when you have families
missing you; investing in us with contagious enthusiasm and believing
in a community program wholeheartedly. A cape awaits you!
Reminder to those wanting to participate in 2020 NMLP, stop
hesitating, leap at the chance to better yourself, your workplace and
your community.
Where do the 2019 participants go from here…..? We advocate for the
2021 NMLP, there is no guarantee for the program continuing beyond
2020. We would encourage all 2019 participants, Alumni, community
leaders, stakeholders and sponsors to talk, write and scream from the
hilltops for future funding.
The benefits of this program continuing for the community is clear.
Based on the numbers alone, after 2020 we will have over 200
NML Alumni who have been given the tools to be active community
leaders in any field of their choosing, there is a high knowledge of the
resources available to them and a cooperative network of people to
connect with. The community we live in are the beneficiaries of the
NMLP, not just today but in the long term as we continue to evolve and
grow.
In the words of Peter Dhu, who we were privileged to learn from
during our Media & Communications Program Day ‘You can talk to one person and make a difference to their life
or you can talk to a room full of people and change many’.
Louise Ackland, Gayle Guyomar, Jennifer Zappia
On behalf of the 2019 NMLP Participants
NORTHERN MALLEE LEADERS 2019

PROGRAM OVERVIEW
The 2019 Program was a ten-month all-access pass providing insight across 18 different themes,
enabling participants to delve behind the scenes of our community. Participants
also gained a deeper insight into State and National issues during their
study trips to Melbourne and Canberra.
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Program
Launch

Opening Retreat
Weekend

Date 7 February 2019
Venue MADEC Community College/
Mildura Arts Centre

Date 15 – 17 February 2019
Venue Lake Cullulleraine Camp

Event Itinerary

Program Itinerary

Trademark Workshop:
Craig Biddiscombe – Owner/Principal Facilitator,
Elite Team Dynamics

Welcome Dinner:
Rebecca Wells NML Alumni 2009 and Former Chair, NML Inc.
Carrie Dichiera NML Alumni 2008 and Business Support
Officer, NML Inc.		
Program Overview:
Nardia Sheriff (NMLP 2009), Program Manager, NML Inc.
Understanding Yourself and Others, Conflict Resolution
and Emotional Intelligence:
Rod Robinson and Paula Robinson, New Paradigms
Team Building Activities:
Wild Side Outdoors

2019 Program Launch
Master of Ceremonies:
Michelle Nicholas (NMLP 2018)
Welcome to Country:
Cathryn A. Milne (NMLP 2018)
Presentations:
Certificate: Trevor Carter, Deputy Chair, NML Inc.
Badge: Jennifer Grigg, Executive Officer, NML Inc.
Alumni welcome gift: Paula Robinson, Alumni Program
Manager, NML Inc.
Guest Speaker:
Sam Birrell, CEO Committee for Greater Shepparton
and Chair, Goulbourn Murray Leadership Program
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‘Lead with kindness and compassion’ -Rebecca Wells
‘Seek first to understand, then be understood’
-Stephen R. Covey via Rod Robinson
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Understanding the
Northern Mallee

Community Development
and Advocacy

Date 7 March 2019
Venue SuniTAFE Mildura Campus

Date 27 March 2019
Venue Red Cliffs Community Resource Centre/Red Cliffs
Club/Sunraysia Mallee Ethnic Communities Council
(SMECC) /The Office Wine Bar & Lounge

Program Itinerary

Program Itinerary

Our Indigenous Culture:
John Jackson, Indigenous Community Representative;
Peter Peterson, Indigenous Community Representative
What is Community? What is Leadership?
Effective Questioning:
Nardia Sheriff (NMLP 2009), Program Manager, NML Inc.
History of the Northern Mallee:
Ross Lake, Local Historian

Understanding the Importance of Community Hubs
and Volunteering:
Jo Farrell (NMLP 2013), Co-ordinator, Red Cliffs Community
Resource Centre
Community Development Panel:
Mark Jenkins, Manager Community Futures,
Mildura Rural City Council
Jody Richardson, Community Development Coordinator,
Mildura Rural City Council
Kerren Miles, Community Development Officer,
Mildura Rural City Council
Doing Community Development Differently:
Catherine Thompson, Northern Mallee Community Partnerships
(NMCP) Community Project Officer, Hands Up Mallee
Bronwyn Lockwood (NMLP 2018), Member Community
Leaders Table, Hands Up Mallee
Welcoming Diversity and Inclusion in our Community:
Dean Wickham, Executive Officer, SMECC
Redgina Balchin (NMLP 2017), President, SMECC
Board of Management
Advocacy Panel – What does it take and why would
you do it?:
Noel Pound, Mildura Hospital Conversations
James Price, Mildura Pride; Jenny Grigg, NML Inc.
Steve Parr, Mildura Pride

‘There needs to be more buyers than dyers for a town to grow’
-Ross Lake

‘Lead with your head and your heart’
-Catherine Thompson
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Arts and
Culture

An Arts and Culture
Immersive

Date 11 April 2019
Venue La Trobe University Deakin Campus / Mildura 		
Riverfront / Mildura ECO Village / Mildura Arts 		
Centre

Date 11 April 2019
Venue Mildura Arts Centre

Program Itinerary

Event Itinerary

Creating Change through Art:
Mark Haynes, Co-founder/Chair, Cultivator Inc.
Arts & Culture Riverfront Treasure Hunt:
Nardia Sheriff (NMLP 2009), Program Manager, NML Inc.
‘The Impact of Culture’ An afternoon tea with CALD
community members of the SCHS Kitchen Garden Project:
Zia Ibrahimi, Refugee Health Access Worker,
Sunraysia Community Health Services (SCHS)
When Communities Rally Together for Art:
Greg Harrison, Technical Services Team Leader,
Mildura Arts Centre

Master of Ceremonies:
Angela Harvey (2019 NMLP Participant)
Linda Bennett (2019 NMLP Participant)
Brazilian Dance Duo:
Vini & Kasey Leão, DuBrazil Entertainment
Interactive Sketch Artist:
Steve Hederics
Catering:
Verdict Catering
Art Exhibitions:
Reimagining Culture – Maree Clarke
Nourish – Jennifer Gadsden (NMLP 2017)
Singing Performance:
Chloe Niutta

‘The community needs to set the agenda, and the community
needs to create the outcomes’ -Mark Haynes
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Community Project
Planning
Date 16 April 2019
Venue MADEC Community College

Program Itinerary
Past Projects:
Mildura Suicide Prevention Trial,
Michelle Nicholas (NMLP 2018) & Jenna Yetman (NMLP 2018)
Little Libraries Project, Kellie Coff (NMLP 2016)
Opportunities from the community:
Gary Klippel, Rotary District Governor
Project Planning Workshop:
Nardia Sheriff (NMLP 2009), Program Manager, NML Inc.
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Media and
Communication

Regional Economy,
Tourism and Innovation

Date 2 May 2019
Venue Quality Hotel Mildura Grand / ABC MilduraSwan Hill / Sunraysia Daily

Date 21 May 2019
Venue SEAWAY Intermodal (Wakefield Transport) /Pump
Hill Merbein / SuniTAFE Smart Farm /Alfred
Deakin Centre / Mildura Regional Development/
Worm Hit Koorlong Production Facility

Program Itinerary

Program Itinerary

Communications 101:
Nardia Sheriff (NMLP 2009), Program Manager, NML Inc.
Live and Local – ABC Mildura-Swan Hill:
Sarah Tomlinson, Chief of Staff
Jen Douglas (NMLP 2008), Features Reporter
Julie Reynolds, Presenter
Kellie Hollingworth, Producer
Alex Treloar, News Reporter
Simon Gilletta, News Reporter (Video Journalist)
Winning Presentation & Communication Skills
Peter Dhu, Public Speaking Consultant,
Corporate Communications Experts
Sunraysia Daily:
Allan Murphy, Chief of Staff, Sunraysia Daily

Linking Sunraysia’s Exports to the World:
Glenn Collihole, Operations Manager & Business Development,
SEAWAY Intermodal
Be a Tourist in Your Own Town:
2019 NMLP Participant run activity
Driving Research and Innovation for Success:
Rebecca Wells (NMLP 2009), Chief Executive,
Mallee Regional Innovation Centre
Using Technology to Maximise Our Major Industry:
Warren Lloyd, Project Lead/Horticulture Liason/Community
Engagement, SuniTAFE Smart Farm
Nicole Brynes, Project Lead – Hort Innovation/Technology –
Community Engagement, SuniTAFE Smart Farm
Tourism and The Economy – An MRCC Perspective:
Michelle Nicholas (NMLP 2018), Events & Project Officer,
Mildura Rural City Council
David Zacher (NMLP 2008), Visitor Information Centre Team
Leader, Mildura Rural City Council
Supporting Regional Economic Development & Tourism:
Kirsten Lloyd, Senior Communications Advisor,
Mildura Regional Development
Sharon Morrell, Project Officer (Economic Development),
Mildura Regional Development
John Jackson, Aboriginal Economic Broker,
Mildura Regional Development
Innovation & Development in Action:
Chris Curran, Owner/Proprietor, Worm Hit Pty Ltd

‘The biggest communication problem is we do not listen to
understand. We listen to reply’-Stephen R. Covey via Peter Dhu

‘Bad news can sell papers, but it cannot sell a town’
-Kirsten Lloyd
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Vision of the
Region Dinner

Governance
and Justice

Date 23 May 2019
Venue Paddleboat Mundoo

Date 6 June 2019
Venue MRCC Benetook Depot / Mildura Police 		
Station / The Office Wine Bar & Lounge

Event Itinerary

Program Itinerary

Master of Ceremonies
Brenton Lewin (2019 NMLP Participant)
Nadia Teuma (2019 NMLP Participant)
Sam White (2019 NMLP Participant)
Guest Speakers
Linda Beilharz OAM, Chair,
Regional Development Australia – Loddon Mallee
Judi Harris, Sustainability Victoria Board Member
Lois O’Callaghan, CEO, Mallee Track Health &
Community Service
Q&A Moderator
Jessica Curnow (NMLP 2018)

Ethics:
Nardia Sheriff (NMLP 2009), Program Manager, NML Inc.
Governance:
Jenny Grigg, Executive Officer, NML Inc.
Policing in a Modern World:
Superintendent John O’Connor, Western Region Division 6,
Victoria Police
Inspector John Nolan, Local Area Commander, Victoria Police
Tour of Mildura Police Station:
Sergeant Kaare Anderson (NMLP 2009),
Community Engagement Unit, Victoria Police
The Criminal Justice System - A Personal Perspective:
Carrie Dichiera (NMLP 2008)
Governance at a Local Level:
Cr. Jason Modica, Deputy Mayor
Cr. Glenn Milne
‘A ship in harbour is safe – but that is not what ships are built for’
-John A. Shedd via Jenny Grigg
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Melbourne
Study Trip
Date 16 – 19 June 2019
Venue Melbourne

Program Itinerary
Melbourne Wholesale Markets:
Jan Claire, Owner/Tour Operator, C the Market
Purpose, Vision & Leadership in an Indigenous Sense:
Indi Clarke (NMLP 2015), Executive Officer,
Koorie Youth Council
You Be The Judge:
Chris Gill, Sentencing Advisory Council
Why We Need to Talk About Violence Against Women:
Jessamy Gleeson, Co-Founder, We Keep Vigil
The Salvos Melbourne Project 614:
Major Brendan Nottle, Salvation Army Officer,
The Salvation Army Australia
Get to Know Our Local Representative:
Ali Cupper, Independent MP for Mildura
Derryn Hinch’s Justice Party Session:
Tania Maxwell, MLC for Northern Victoria,
Member of Derryn Hinch’s Justice Party
Liberal Democratics Session:
Tim Quilty, MLC for Northern Victoria,
Member of Liberal Democratics
The Victorian Greens Session:
Dr. Samantha Ratnam, MLC for Northern Metropolitan,
Leader of The Victorian Greens

National Party Session:
Steph Ryan, MP for Eurora, Deputy Leader of The National
Party Victoria
Emma Kealy, MP for Lowan, Member of The National Party
Victoria
Danny O’Brien, MP for Gippsland, Member of The National
Party Victoria
Tim Bull, MP for Gippsland East, Member of The National Party
Victoria
A number of the 2019 NMLP Participants also volunteered at
The Salvation Army Lighthouse Kitchen during their time in
Melbourne.
‘Be a voice for the voiceless’ -Indi Clarke (NMLP 2015)
‘Wherever there is power, there is politics’
-Ali Cupper, MP for Mildura
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Health and
Wellbeing

Mildura Rural City Council
Session & Council Meeting

Date 11 July 2019
Venue Chaffey Aged Care / Sunraysia Community 		
Health Services / Aquarius Wellness Centre

Date 24 July 2019
Venue Mildura Rural City Council Deakin Ave Offices

Program Itinerary

Program Itinerary

Our Ageing Population: Challenges and Opportunities:
Darren Midgley, Chief Executive Officer, Chaffey Aged Care
Haley Sheriff, Manager Quality & Education, Chaffey Aged Care
Leadership in the Health Sector:
Simone Heald, Chief Executive Officer, Sunraysia Community
Health Services
Tour of Sunraysia Community Health Services:
Kevin ONeill (NMLP 2018), Clinical Operations Manager,
Sunraysia Community Health Services
The Importance of Balance: A Holistic Approach:
Andrea Dalton (NMLP 2015), Owner Operator, Andrea Dalton
Wellness
Health Challenges & Opportunities for our Region:
Janet Hicks, Director of Nursing, Mildura Base Hospital
Jane McCracken, Executive Officer, Northern Mallee
Community Partnership
Yoga/Mindfulness:
Aquarius Wellness Centre

Session held with both 2019 NMLP participants and students
studying Cert IV in Leadership & Management from Sunitafe.
How local Government works: Charmaine Calis, Governance &
Risk Coordinator
MRCC Council Meeting

‘Why join the navy if you can be a pirate’
-Steve Jobs via Simone Heald

NORTHERN MALLEE LEADERS 2019					
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Business Networking
Breakfast & Masterclass

Youth &
Education

Date 1 August 2019
Venue Sunraysia Institute of TAFE

Date 20 August 2019
Venue Mildura Specialist School / Ranfurly Primary 		
School / MADEC Community College

Event Itinerary

Program Itinerary

Master of Ceremonies
Jenny Grigg

Mildura Specialist School:
Penny Hale, Acting Principal, Mildura Specialist School
Leadership in Mainstream Education:
Dennis Mitchell, Principal, Ranfurly Primary School
Mental Health & Our Local Youth:
Sandy Guthrie, Groups & Activities Coordinator,
headspace Mildura
Supporting Youth in Sunraysia:
Finley Hopley-Willcock, Project Officer, headspace Mildura
FLO Connect: A Different Model of Education:
Kym Woolley, Acting Assistant Principal/Campus Coordinator,
FLO Connect
Supporting Youth Chances for Children:
Jackie Heaysman (NMLP 2015), Assistant Principal/Campus
Coordinator, Chances for Children

Guest Speakers
Rebecca Wells (NMLP 2009), Chief Executive,
Mallee Regional Innovation Centre
Professor Ross Garnaut AC, Vice-Chancellor’s Fellow and
Professorial Fellow of Economics, The University of Melbourne,
Author of The Garnaut Climate Change Review

‘Effective leadership can change the narrative from good to great’
-Dennis Mitchell
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Canberra
Study Trip
Date 8 – 12 September 2019
Venue Canberra

Program Itinerary
Morning Tea at Government House, Yarralumla:
His Excellency General the Honourable David Hurley AC DSC
(Retd), Governor-General of Australia & Her Excellency
Mrs. Linda Hurley
High Court of Australia:
Guided Tour
Australian War Memorial:
Guided Tour;
Session with Major General Brian Dawson AM CSC (Retd),
Assistant Director National Collection, Australian War Memorial
Last Post Ceremony:
Wreath laid by Gail Ahearn and James Jarvis on behalf of the
2019 NMLP Participants
Networking Dinner with Gippsland Community Leadership
and Fairley Leadership Program:
Guest Speaker:
Rick Morton, Author & Journalist
Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander Studies:
Michael Ramalli, Deputy CEO/Chief CFO, Proud Gamilori Man;
Lisa Marcussen, Senior Reference Librarian; Rita Metzenrath,
Senior Public Programs Officer
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Australian Rural Leadership Foundation:
Charlie Morrice, Director Leadership Programs
National Farmers Federation:
Ben Rogers, General Manager Workplace Relations & Legal
Affairs; Warwick Ragg, General Manager Natural Resources
Exploring the King Edward Terrace Precinct
Highlights include Questacon, National Gallery
& National Library
Parliament House Dinner and Q&A session with our local
Federal Member:
Dr. Anne Webster MP, Member for Mallee, The Nationals
‘You need an ego to lead but don’t lead for the ego’
-His Excellency General the Honourable David Hurley AC DSC (Retd)
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‘Listening is the most important skill to have’
-Hon Damian Drum MP
‘A good question to ask yourself, but for what you did,
would it have happened?’ – Hon Bill Shorten MP

Parliament of Australia:
Political Insight Session 1:
Brett Worthington, Parliament House Digital Editor, Australian
Broadcasting Corporation
Political Insight Session 2:
Senator Janet Rice, Senator for Victoria, Australian Greens
Political Insight Session 3:
Hon Bill Shorten MP, Member for Maribyrnong,
Australian Labor Party
Federal Parliament Lower House Question Time
Afternoon Tea and Briefings in The Nationals Party Room:
Hon Michael McCormack MP, Member for Riverina, Deputy
Prime Minister & Minister for Infrastructure, Transport and Regional Development, Leader of the Nationals
Senator the Hon Bridget McKenzie, Minister for Agriculture,
Leader of the Nationals in the Senate
Hon Damian Drum MP, Member for Nicholls
Ken O’Dowd MP, Member for Flynn
Hon Andrew Gee MP, Member for Calare
Hon Michelle Landry MP, Member for Capricornia
Senator the Hon Matt Canavan, Minister for Resources and
Northern Australia
Hon Keith Pitt MP, Member for Hinkler
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Canberra
Testimonials

An amazing trip, learnt so much and experienced much more than
I would have visiting Canberra as an individual.
I have to say the level of grace from the Governor-General and
Mrs. Hurley was refreshing. Then to witness the complete opposite in
Question Time at Parliament House, polar opposite, and I know which
manner I would like to demonstrate.
I love the opening at Government House with the Governor-General
and Mrs. Hurley for morning tea, singing was a great surprise and a
nice ice breaker and definitely unexpected.
Overall content is superb.
I heard a few times over the 3 days to get a good mentor something I need to put on my to-do list.
This whole trip reiterated the importance of believing in myself and
advocating for my values and beliefs. If I have conviction with
what I say this makes a big impact. Having faith in myself and
supporting the team underneath me to be the best versions of
themselves while holding people accountable is important.
The Australian Rural Leadership Foundation session had a strong
impact on me, it displayed the importance of having confidence in
yourself and backing yourself no matter what.
‘Get comfortable being uncomfortable’.
Amazing opportunity. Thank you to NML team who put
this together, challenging and exhausting but fantastic.
NORTHERN MALLEE LEADERS 2019					
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Food, Water and
The Environment
Date 13 - 14 October 2019
Venue Robinvale District Health Services / Lock 15 / Euston
Club Resort / Lower Murray Water Pumping Station /
Select Harvests / Messenger Pumping Station / Lower
Murray Water Treatment Plant
Program Itinerary
Welcome to Robinvale:
Mara Richards, Chief Executive Officer, Robinvale District
Health Services
Leadership in Small Communities:
Cr. Jade Benham, Robinvale Ward, Swan Hill Rural City Council
Water - An Irrigator’s Perspective:
Alan Whyte, Pastoralist and Irrigator, Jamesville Station
Skills and Our Region:
Glenn Stewart, Project Manager Mallee Regional Skills
Taskforce, The Office of The Victorian Skills Commissioner
Understanding the Lock & Weir System:
Greg Redman, WaterNSW
High Pressure Pumping - The Difference it Makes:
Scott Barnes (NMLP 2016), VMFRP Project Manager West,
Lower Murray Water
Innovation in Agriculture – Hull to Energy (H2E):
Dan Wilson, H2E Cogen Manager, Select Harvests Limited
Understanding Environmental Water:
Owen Russell, Senior Communications Advisor,
Mallee Catchment Management Authority
Understanding Domestic Water – Touring LMW
Treatment Plant:
Anthony Couroupis, Managing Director, Lower Murray Water
Alison Gercovich, Education Officer, Lower Murray Water
Jason Haby, Water Treatment Officer, Lower Murray Water

‘‘Being a leader is a privilege and not a thing of power.’
-Mara Richards
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Closing Retreat
Weekend

2019 Graduation
Ceremony

Date 26 – 27 October 2019
Venue Ouyen Civic Centre / Ouyen Lakes /
The Roxy Theatre

Date 15 November 2019
Venue The Sierra Lounge, Mildura Working Man’s Club

Program Itinerary
Owning It:
Nardia Sheriff (NMLP 2009), Executive Officer, NML Inc.
Power of a Small Community #1 – The Ouyen Lake Story:
Deane Munro, Co-Chair, Ouyen Lake Committee
Welcome to the NML Alumni:
Dee Amos, NML Alumni 2018 and Min Poole, NML Alumni 2016
Reputation – Personal Branding 101:
Nardia Sheriff (NMLP 2009), Executive Officer, NML Inc.
Power of a Small Community #2 – The Roxy Theatre Story:
Jenny Heaslip (NMLP 2008) and Tracey Lawson, Ouyen Inc.
Committee Member
Final Review & Reflection on the 2019 NMLP
‘No you’re not the best NML group that I have had,
you’re the best we’ve ever had’ – Nardia Sheriff**
**This was never said

☺
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2019 Program Graduates
Louise Ackland
Gail Ahearn
Eliza Allomes
Linda Bennett
Paula Bond
Kim Brown
Melissa Castleman
Ben Ezeabia
Marissa Featherston
Parthee Gana
David Gardner
Gayle Guyomar
Angela Harvey
Jamuna Jackson
James Jarvis
Jay Jeyakanthan
Brenton Lewin
Cathy Monteleone
Paul O’Neill
Kimberley Parker
Lucy Parr
Nadia Teuma
Sam White
Jennifer Zappia
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PARTICIPANT PROFILES
Get to know the 24 participants graduating from the 2019 NML Program as they provide
us with an insight into their Northern Mallee Leaders experience.
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Louise
Ackland
Current Position:
Self-Employed

Funded Place:

Women in Agriculture, Victorian Rural Women’s Network

Motivation for joining the NMLP:

Gail
Ahearn
Current Position:

Manager, Mildura Virtual Administration Support Services
(MVASS)

Sponsor:

Rotary Clubs of Sunraysia Scholarship Recipient

To open doors and provide opportunities for me to lobby on
behalf of horticulturalists around the issues of labour shortages
and visa restrictions which are hampering our industry’s growth
and operation.

Motivation for joining the NMLP:

Highlight of 2019 Program:

The Canberra Trip - War Memorial and being able to lay a
wreath at the Last Post Ceremony on behalf of the 2019 NML
Program. Morning Tea with the Governor General and Mrs
Hurley and attending Question Time at Federal Parliament.

So many fabulous opportunities but the Canberra Trip was a
wonderful way to bring a lot of things together.

Community Project:

Advocacy paper on the topic of labour and skills shortages in
the Horticulture sector and the impact on family businesses
and growers.

“I’m all for people going rouge!”
Tim Quilty, MLC for Northern Victoria
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To further develop local networks and connections to enable
me to give back to the local community.

Highlight of 2019 Program:

Community Project:

Getting organisations and volunteers on the Be Collective
volunteer platform.

“The only thing worse than being blind is having no vision”
Helen Keller via Charlie Morrice, ARLF
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Eliza
Allomes

Linda
Bennett

Current Position:

Current Position:

Sponsor:

Sponsor:

Motivation for joining the NMLP:

Motivation for joining the NMLP:

Accountant, DHM Partners
MADEC

To learn what the big issues are in my community so I can give
back to the community where it really matters.

Highlight of 2019 Program:

The bond I have formed with the other participants and how
much I have learnt about the community and myself. I got
something out of every single program day.

Community Project:

Getting organisations and volunteers on the Be Collective
volunteer platform.

Leaving Care After Care Support Worker, MASP
MASP

After having recently returned to the region I was looking to
reconnect with the community and identify opportunities for
myself for future community involvement.

Highlight of 2019 Program:

Surprisingly I found the visit to the War Memorial the biggest
highlight to date. I have never felt a connection to past wars
and/or soldiers. The tour guide had done research on our area
and connections between our region and information available
at the War Museum. This connection had a significant impact
on me and enabled me to see Remembrance and ANZAC days
in a new light.

Community Project:

Forming a grandparent carer support group with fellow
participant, Gayle Guyomar.

“The standard you walk past is the standard you accept”
Lieutenant General David Morrison via Jenny Grigg
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“Embrace adversity, be on time and remember to have a laugh”
Anthony Couroupis, LMW
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Paula
Bond

Kim
Brown

Current Position:

Current Position:

Sponsor:

Sponsor:

Motivation for joining the NMLP:

Motivation for joining the NMLP:

HR Generalist, Lower Murray Water
Mildura Deakin Rotary Scholarship Recipient
To meet local like-minded people and understand how I can
utilise the skills and experience I have, and the ones I gain
through this program, to impact the community in a positive
way.

Highlight of 2019 Program:

Regional Economy, Tourism and Innovation Program Day.
Starting our day at SeaWay Intermodal, going to the SuniTAFE
Smart Farm, hearing from Kirsten Lloyd at Mildura Regional
Development talking about changing the narrative of our
local community and then meeting Chris Curran the “worm
man” made me truly appreciate all our community has to offer
not only in Australia but worldwide. It has motivated me to
be an advocate for our innovative, supportive, trail blazing
community.

DES Employment Consultant, WDEA Works
WDEA Works
To gain confidence and learn about our community.

Highlight of 2019 Program:

The trip to Melbourne and volunteering at The Salvation Army.

Community Project:

Sourcing volunteers for the SMECC ‘Second Bite’ Program.

Community Project:

PTSD Awareness within our community. Working with other
2019 NML Participants, we want to remove the stigma
associated with PTSD and educate our community on how they
can support family and friends suffering from PTSD.

“Don’t do anyone else, just do you”
Peter Dhu, Communication Experts
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‘Everyone has flaws. You don’t need to be good at
public speaking to still get your view across’
The Hon. Damian Drum MP
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Melissa
Castleman

Ben
Ezeabia

Current Position:

Current Position:

Sponsor:

Sponsor:

Motivation for joining the NMLP:

Motivation for joining the NMLP:

Team Mentor ArtRageUs, Christie Centre Inc.
The Hugh Williamson Foundation Scholarship
I joined the NMLP for a few reasons but one of the top ones was
because it presented a challenge and an opportunity for personal
growth and learning. The second reason is linked to the first
and it has to do with the way the learning is delivered by giving
participants access to and an opportunity to listen to people with
knowledge and expertise in specific areas of our community. The
last big reason is a bit silly but also very important and that was
the opportunity to go on excursions and trips away like when
you’re at school. Before I joined NMLP I had lamented the fact
that as grownups we don’t get to do things like that anymore, we
visit places and go on holidays but often don’t connect and learn
on a deeper level like you do at school but the NMLP does give
that opportunity many times over.

Highlight of 2019 Program:

That is so hard! The people and the stories are the first thing
that comes to mind though but I couldn’t pick any one person
or experience over another they all complement each other.
This includes all of the presentations that this year’s NMLP
participants delivered to the group too in their ‘About Me’s’, I
am constantly amazed at the stories behind the people when
the “veil” is lifted.

Manager - Almond Processing Plant, Olam Orchards Australia.
Olam

I am new in Australia and in the Mallee region, I arrived in
mid-2018. I sought a means of understanding the people,
environment, community, how to become well integrated into
the community and be part of community service. When NMLP
was introduced to me, I saw it as a perfect opportunity and
jumped at the offer. Having passed through the experience,
I am very happy that I took the decision to join NMLP 2019. I
met wonderful people in the program and it was an amazing
opportunity.

Highlight of 2019 Program:

Watching the live sitting of the Parliament in Canberra.
Question Time with the Prime Minister and his cabinet was very
interesting. I saw leadership responsibility and accountability in
action, the beauty of democracy.

Community Project:

Group project with Mildura Newcomers.

Community Project:

Sourcing volunteers for the SMECC “Second Bite” program

“Lead with a servant’s heart”
Jamuna Jackson, 2019 NMLP participant
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“The fish rots from the head.”
Chinese proverb via Jenny Grigg
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Marissa
Featherston

Parthee
Gana

Current Position:

Current Position:

Sponsor:

Sponsor:

Motivation for joining the NMLP:

Motivation for joining the NMLP:

Claims and Audit Manager, Mildura Health Fund
Mildura Health Fund
Connect with the local community and to challenge myself.

Highlight of 2019 Program:

Morning Tea with His Excellency General the Honourable David
Hurley and Her Excellency Mrs Linda Hurley hands down my
highlight. Although I am humbled to be part of this amazing
program, I hope that many more local members are able to
experience, learn, grow and create lasting friendship and
connect with people you may not be lucky enough to meet
outside of this program.

Community Project:

PTSD Gala event to raise awareness around how to detect the
signs and help loved ones suffering from PTSD.

Engineering Coordinator, Mildura Rural City Council
Mildura Rural City Council & NML Inc. 2018 Alumni
My work colleagues and a friend were Alumni of NML and I
was influenced by them to join NML 2019. I wanted to develop
interpersonal skills, confidence and learn from other people
by developing networking. As I want to be a local, I want to
know about the community and what’s is happening in this
area. Joining to this program will be an advantage to learn and
develop skills and give back to the community by having good
leadership skills.

Highlight of 2019 Program:

Every program is designed to deliver a diverse range of
subjects from very knowledgeable speakers which helps to
understand the region and community and explore all the
possible avenues as a leader. I have thoroughly enjoyed from
the Opening Retreats to the end. As a migrant to Australia, I am
proud to be part of this program. This program is eye-opening
to me and enhanced my confidence level and learnt to develop
networking skills. Highlights of the program are Opening
Retreat, Melbourne trip and Canberra trip. Melbourne trip and
Canberra trip gave me such a wonderful experience of the
political system of Australia and stories of politician’s career.

Community Project:

Awareness of drink driving.

“The standard you walk past is the standard you accept”
Lieutenant General David Morrison via Jenny Grigg
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“The only thing worse than being blind is having no vision”
Helen Keller via Charlie Morrice, ARLF
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David
Gardner

Gayle
Guyomar

Current Position:

Current Position:

Sponsor:

Sponsor:

Motivation for joining the NMLP:

Motivation for joining the NMLP:

Financial Controller, Southern Cross Farms
Southern Cross Farms
To learn more about our community, what our region has to
offer and learn more about what I can offer back to it.

Senior Customer Service Officer, Lower Murray Water
Lower Murray Water

Revisiting the War Memorial almost 20 years after my first
visit. It’s a humbling experience and puts into perspective
how fortunate we are. Without the sacrifices made by these
community members I wouldn’t have the opportunities that I
have today and into the future.

Other staff members of Lower Murray Water are Alumni
of NMLP and I have seen them get a confidence from this
program and the knowledge they gained was overwhelming
and they were right. I was so close to not submitting
my application to be one of the 2019 NMLP Participants!
Fortunately, I did because I have grown much more in
confidence and now would feel comfortable being an active
advocate within my community. NMLP has helped me take a
big positive step in life, personally, professionally and publicly.

Community Project:

Highlight of 2019 Program:

Highlight of 2019 Program:

Group Project with Mildura Newcomers.

Public Speaker Peter Dhu, Opening Retreat, Melbourne &
Canberra Study Trips, having great conversations.

Community Project:

COGS – Carers of Grandchildren Support, only at the
beginning stages, our vision is to form a group of peers
experiencing similar circumstances to overcome day to day
ups and downs, keeping the cogs of parenting turning.

“The only thing worse than being blind is having no vision”
Helen Keller via Charlie Morrice, ARLF
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“You may be community minded but what are you
doing to help people?” - Major Brendan Nottle
“Don’t let anyone tell you it can’t be done” - Chris Curran
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Angela
Harvey
Current Position:

Manager, Family Violence & Youth Services, Sunraysia
Community Health Services

Sponsor:

Sunraysia Community Health Services

Motivation for joining the NMLP:

To learn more about the local community. To gain connections
in order to give back and contribute to the local community.
To grow within my leadership style.

Highlight of 2019 Program:

Jamuna
Jackson
Current Position:

Student, Interpreter

Sponsor:

NML Alumni Scholarship

Motivation for joining the NMLP:

I desire a deeper understanding of the challenges our
Australian community faces and how they could be addressed
and improved.

Highlight of 2019 Program:

Listening to Brendan Nottle at the Salvos in Melbourne and
volunteering in the soup kitchen.
Building connections with an amazing group of people.

Each program day was an eye-opener, from which I gained
immensely. The highlight of the program was the ‘Governance
and Justice’ presentations because I am passionate about
justice for the voiceless.

Community Project:

Community Project:

Working with fellow 2019 Participant Sam White to place
community volunteers with vulnerable families.

“The standard you walk past is the standard you accept”
Lieutenant General David Morrison via Jenny Grigg
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Sourcing volunteers for the SMECC ‘Second Bite’ Program.
Build a strong volunteer base to pick up/sort food donated by
large chain supplier and make it more sustainable.

“You need an ego to lead; but don’t lead for the ego.”
Governor-General David Hurley AC DSC (Ret’d)
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James
Jarvis

Jay
Jeyakanthan

Current Position:

Current Position: Infrastructure Development Team Leader,

Sponsor:

Sponsor: Mildura Rural City Council & NML Inc. 2018 Alumni

Volunteer, Red Cliffs Community Resource Centre
WDEA Scholarship

Motivation for joining the NMLP:

To learn about the local community and to become a better
leader.

Highlight of 2019 Program:

Volunteering at the Salvation Army’s Lighthouse Café in
Melbourne and meeting many of the city’s homeless.

Community Project:

Getting organisations and volunteers on the Be Collective
volunteer platform.

Mildura Rural City Council

Motivation for joining the NMLP: Migrating from Sri Lanka

and moving to a new region with family, my motivation for the
program was threefold:
•To embrace the cultural differences and develop myself with a
strong sense of community by understanding their challenges
and opportunities.
•To build new relationships and broaden my network with a wider
range people.
•To learn the best possible way to apply my leadership skills in
my new customer-oriented leadership role at Council.

Highlight of 2019 Program: Hard to choose out of the many!

I would rate the whole NML journey as a highlight of my life, as
there was heap of new things to learn and every program day
contained indispensable and intriguing information.
Opportunity to meet incredible people and learn from their life
experiences (‘about me’ of co-participants and all others we met
throughout the program) and the enhancement of my knowledge
of the region (political, environmental, social, technological,
economical and legal issues) were the top two highlights of the
2019 program but there are many more also.

Community Project: Connecting Newcomers to Mildura and its

lovely people is what I am passionate about. Newcomers arrive
in Mildura with complex and varied motivations, expectations,
needs and modes of living. Families move to a rural area like
Mildura are out of a concern for the security, wellbeing and future
prospects for their children. The successful integration of these
newcomers into Mildura community is based on mutual respect,
understanding and cooperation. It is vital to understand that, the
priorities and expectations of every family who comes to Mildura
could be unique to stay longer or indefinitely. This project will aim
at developing reliable resources and services that would help
and support the newcomers to Mildura to make a connection
with the local community.

“You need an ego to lead; but don’t lead for the ego.”
Governor-General David Hurley
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“Nothing is impossible to those who act after wise counsel
and careful thought”
Thiruvalluvar (A Tamil poet and philosopher), Thirukkural

Brenton
Lewin
Current Position:

Acting Sergeant, Victoria Police – Mildura Police Station

Sponsor:

OAM Victorian Branch (Mallee Regional Group)

Motivation for joining the NMLP:

Cathy
Monteleone
Current Position:

Manager Finance Services, Sunraysia Community Health
Services

Sponsor:

Sunraysia Community Health Services

To enhance my communication skills, to network and build
and maintain strong and lasting relationships, to gain a better
understanding of community issues as a whole.

Motivation for joining the NMLP:

Highlight of 2019 Program:

Highlight of 2019 Program:

There are literally too many. Morning tea with the Governor
General and Mrs Hurley, the War Memorial, volunteering at the
Salvation Army and meeting Major Brendan Nottle.

Community Project:

PTSD gala/ball - to raise awareness around PTSD.

“The standard you walk past is the standard you accept”
Lieutenant General David Morrison via Jenny Grigg
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To meet current Leaders and learn how to become a leader
and about how I can give back to our Community.
Canberra, in particular meeting the Governor General & Charlie
Morrice from Australian Rural Leadership Foundation.

Community Project:

Breaking Down Barriers – Raising awareness PTSD Gala ball.

“The only thing worse than being blind is having no vision”
Helen Keller via Charlie Morrice, ARLF
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Paul
O’Neill

Kimberley
Parker

Current Position:

Current Position:

Sponsor:

Sponsor:

Motivation for joining the NMLP:

Motivation for joining the NMLP:

CEO, Murray Valley Aboriginal Cooperative
Murray Valley Aboriginal Cooperative
When taking on my new role, I wanted an avenue to help
become more imbedded within the community and a better
understanding of the nuances of the region. Not only has
this program delivered that but it has allowed me to build a
resource of contacts throughout the year. Of course, the added
bonus that I didn’t calculate occurring, was the support and
relationships within the NMLP 2019 participant group; for all
of us, allowing a window into each other’s history, provided a
deeper respect for not only my group but for everyone else
who we all must remember have their own epic story.

Highlight of 2019 Program:

The main highlight was the overall content of the course; and
those people that facilitated and ran the varied workshops to
sincerely impart their knowledge to our NMLP 2019 group. And
watching David Gardner fix any IT problem that arose.

Childcare Assistant, Country Way Early Learning
WDEA Works Scholarship
Thought it would be a great program, wanted to learn more
about the community and gain more confidence.

Highlight of 2019 Program:

There is not just one highlight, there are lots of highlights.
Meeting everyone at the Program Launch, then at the Opening
Retreat at Lake Cullulleraine. I learnt a lot about the community
and made some really good friendships along the way. Every
speaker was enjoyable, and I got something out of all of them.
Melbourne and Canberra were amazing. I have gained a lot of
confidence doing this program, I highly recommend the NMLP.

Community Project:

Breaking Down Barriers Gala 2020 to raise funds and
awareness for PTSD.

Community Project:

1. Didge Fest in Robinvale March 2020
2. Meeting some of the recent immigrants at the ECO village
and trying to get them working VISAs (even short-term) to work
in the local farms where the workforce is in short supply.

“You need an ego to lead; but don’t lead for the ego.”
Governor-General David Hurley AC DSC (Ret’d)
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“Bad news might sell papers but it won’t sell a town”
Kirsten Lloyd, MRD
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Lucy
Parr
Current Position:

Advanced Family Violence Practice Leader, The Mallee Orange
Door Support and Safety Hub

Sponsor:

Mallee Sexual Assault Unit Mallee Domestic and Violence
Services

Motivation for joining the NMLP:

To increase my leadership, networking and communication
skills.

Highlight of 2019 Program:

The relationships and connections I have built with fellow
participants and the wider community.

Community Project:

A Fundraising Gala to raise funds and awareness of the
prevalence of PTSD within our community.

Nadia
Teuma
Current Position: Acute Health Manager, Sunraysia
Community Health Services
Sponsor: Sunraysia Community Health Services
Motivation for joining the NMLP: To be challenged to
move out of my comfort zone, to experience new opportunities,
meet new people and develop lifelong friendships, to increase
my confidence when communicating with others.
I hoped to strengthen and develop my own personal attitudes
and beliefs, whilst becoming aware of and exploring unknown
areas/issues within the local region. I hoped to better myself as
a leader, to become a capable and knowledgeable woman that
strives to make a difference within a community and community
organisation.
Following the NMLP I hoped that I would be able to have
increased knowledge, skills and attitudes to complete further
studies with a management focus.
Highlight of 2019 Program: Meeting Brendan Nottle from

the Salvation Army in Melbourne and having the opportunity to
volunteer at the Lighthouse Café. I found Brendan to be such
a passionate, genuine and inspirational man who is helping,
guiding and supporting the lives of so many vulnerable people
in the Melbourne community. Volunteering at the Lighthouse
Café was definitely an eye opener for me and made me stop
and rethink my own values and attitudes towards people and
life. I was able to reflect on my family, my upbringing and the
support, assistance and privileges that I have grown up with,
and no matter what, be grateful for everything.

Community Project: A local gala to increase awareness

and education around PTSD and the impact of mental health
within the Emergency Services. The focus will be awareness
and education, money raised will go towards community
PTSD education and awareness, with a heavy focus on early
identification of PTSD symptoms to support early intervention.

“The standard you walk past is the standard you accept”
Lieutenant General David Morrison via Jenny Grigg
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“Having people to be vulnerable with is important”
Major Brendan Nottle, Salvation Army
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Sam
White
Current Position:

Electrical Engineer, Lower Murray Water

Sponsor:
Cristal

Motivation for joining the NMLP:

I joined the Northern Mallee Leaders Program to learn about
the community, build self-confidence and help me develop the
skills to succeed in my workplace.

Highlight of 2019 Program:

My highlight was the study trips to Canberra and Melbourne.
I have also found establishing connections with other
participants and watching their growth an amazing experience
that has helped me push myself further.

Community Project:

Placing community volunteers with vulnerable families to
provide them support.

“Don’t fill the gaps between what you know with
what you don’t know”
Major General Brian Dawson AM CSC (Ret’d)
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Jennifer
Zappia
Current Position:

Operations Manager, Palms Vineyards
Council Member, Young Farmers Advisory Council
(Agriculture Victoria)

Funded Place:

Agriculture Victoria and Department of Agriculture & Water
Resources

Motivation for joining the NMLP:

I joined the Northern Mallee Leaders Program to gain a better
understanding of my local community and to meet diverse
individuals in our community.

Highlight of 2019 Program:

The Canberra Study Trip. Particularly, High Tea with the
Governor-General of Australia and dinner at Parliament House.

Community Project: My community project focused on

establishing the inaugural Sunraysia Young Farmer Business
Bootcamp. The two-day workshops were facilitated by
Agriculture Victoria and focused on improving the financial
literacy and risk-management skills of young farmers in our
region.

“Get comfortable being uncomfortable”
Charlie Morrice, ARLF
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THANK YOU
Northern Mallee Leaders Inc. congratulates the graduates of the 2019 Program and would like to extend a
heartfelt thank you to the employers, sponsors, and most importantly the families, friends and mentors that
provided them with support throughout the year!
We would like to acknowledge the contribution of all our financial partners this year, as
well as those organisations that provided us with in-kind support in various ways.
Your commitment to the development and strengthening of leadership
capacity within our community is greatly appreciated and is
a vital contribution to the future sustainability of the
Northern Mallee Leaders Program.
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NML ALUMNI

2008

Carrie Belej
Naomi Burke
Karlie Conner
Alex Cross
Jennifer Douglas
Kelly Fyfe
Nadine Harley
Helen Healy
Jennifer Heaslip
Selfet Kuzu
Camille Mansell
Debbie McKinnon
Leanne Mitchell
Carmel Pethick
Julie Prenc
Lynda Robertson
Dafydd Scholes
Nicole Shaw
Evette Turlan
Merryl Whyte
Louise Williams
David Zacher

2009

Kaare Andersen
Dale Antonysen
Michelle Arnold
Louise Barnes
Kevin Chaplin
Samantha Cooke
Amy Nicol
Martin Hill
Brett Kempton
Sharon Morrison
Darryl Pearl
Leanne Perry
Nardia Sheriff
William Snell
Mark Turlan
Rebecca Wells
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2013

Melissa Amos
Cheryl Benson
Connie Chirchiglia
Jo Clutterbuck
Karen Costa
Jo Farrell
Stephanie Ferdelja
Racheal Fyfe
Erin Hoye
Roslyn Hudson
Robert Libchard
David McNabb
Ronni O’Donnell
Louise Searle
Sharon Trewin
Kim Trigg
Tracee Vassallo
Gemma Walker
Alexander Wilson
Viona Woodroffe

2014

Yvonne Allford
Rachel Broad
Andy Charles
Luke Englefield
Kaitlyn Fasso-Opie
Belinda Fitzgerald
Mark Hayden
Toby Heil
Dianne Johnstone
Mel Lever
Danielle Mazza
Dan Menzies
Rohan Morris
Sue Rudd
Claudia Tassone
Kerry Thompson
Narelle Tomlinson
Michelle Wall
Rachel White

2015

Stephen Bennett
Heleana Burridge
Phyllis Chirchiglia
Indi Clarke
Matthew Cook
Jackie Heaysman
Michelle Lobley
Ryan Maddox
Ealasaid Manson
Elvira Mazza
Catherine McNabb
Reece McNally
Amy Mulcahy
Kate Roberts
Amy Nash
Kylie Sergi
Andrea Soebardi
Anna Sullivan
Ross Taylor
Eric Tomlinson
Susan Watson
Tegan Watson
Tara Williams

2016

Scott Barnes
Kellie Coff
Joe Barber
Danny Barnes
Emma Clarke
Andrea Dalton
Aleesha Davis
Ethan Fox
Cat Hall
Cindy Hinterholzl
Louise Hodgetts
Steve Howden
Apollinaire Irumva
Ben Israel
Jade Millard
Tania Pearce
Ada Peterson
Min Poole
Sharon Smith
Katie Walsh
Emily Wright

2017

Redgina Balchin
Giovanni Barbera
Dan Bertoli
Tim Coff
Sophie Cook
Tatjana Dale
Laura Duff
Guy Fielding
Jack Freeman
Jennifer Gadsden
Vanessa Hall
Jacob Hunt
Wayne Keyte
Shiva Neiker
Traci Pevy
Trudy Scott
Lachlan Skinner
Evelien Spelten
Matt Spencer
Bianca Spooner
Melissa Worthington

2018

Dearne Amos
Ben Beasy
Karen Chynoweth
Jessica Curnow
Qiwen (Maggie) Deng
Chris Harvey
Chinenye (Irene) Imo
Christian Larsen
Bronwyn Lockwood
Cathryn Milne
Kelsey Newton
Michelle Nicholas
Kevin ONeill
Ashleigh Phillips
Peter Shadwick
Krystal Sharp
Randall Stephens
Glenn Wallace
Kim Wilson
Phoebe Wilson
Jenna Yetman
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“It is not the critic who counts; not the man who points out how the strong man stumbles, or
where the doer of deeds could have done them better. The credit belongs to the man who is
actually in the arena, whose face is marred by dust and sweat and blood; who strives
valiantly; who errs, who comes short again and again, because there is no effort
without error and shortcoming; but who does actually strive to do the deeds;
who knows great enthusiasms, the great devotions; who spends himself in
a worthy cause; who at the best knows in the end the triumph of high
achievement, and who at the worst, if he fails, at least fails while
daring greatly, so that his place shall never be with those cold
and timid souls who neither know victory nor defeat.”
- Theodore Roosevelt

Get with the Program!
Learn more at nml.org.au

E nml@nml.org.au

/NorthernMalleeLeaders
@LeadersNM
@Northernmalleeleaders
A PO Box 10311, Mildura Victoria 3500
MAJOR PARTNERS

Proudly supported by Regional Development Victoria

SUPPORTING PARTNERS

